
 

 

MAJOR DUTIES – Secretary ‐ FCS 

BASIC FUNCTION OF POSITION 

Serves as the Executive Assistant for the Deputy Senior Commercial Officer (DSCO) and three other 
Commercial Officers in the FCS Front Office in São Paulo.  Incumbent is responsible for the 
administration of the front office functions that include: scheduling coordination, preparation and editing 
of documents (sometimes involving translation from English to Portuguese); managing events and 
activities, handling official mail, as well as program coordination with other USCS Brazil operating units 
in Brasilia, Rio de Janeiro, Belo Horizonte and Recife. Also supervises two FCS drivers, makes 
arrangements for large conferences and office visitors (VIPs, HQ staff, etc), and ensures FCS Front 
Office runs at maximum effectiveness.  

 

MAJOR DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES  

 
Administrative                                                                                                       % of time: 80% 
 
Incumbent is responsible for the administration of the front office functions that include managing DSCO 
and Officer scheduling, activities, and program tasking.  Manages administrative and executive 
instructions between the DSCO and Principal Commercial Officers in Recife and Rio de Janeiro, and staff 
in Belo Horizonte Office. Participates in the internal meetings where appropriate and transcribes them into 
official file notes as required. Develops and maintains working level contacts with key local partners and 
stakeholders. Serves as the FCS front office advisor on official protocol matters, often dealing directly with 
Consulate Front Office and high-level Brazilian and American officials. Communicates with host 
government representatives and high-level Commercial Service’s contacts on behalf of the DSCO and 
other Officers to convey messages. Makes business appointments for Officers using professional 
judgment and a good understanding of the goals of the Mission Program Plan and the Country 
Commercial Guide contents. Drafts and translates official and social correspondence for American 
Officers as required, translating into proper local form and tone.  May receive visitors of varying local 
status and participate meetings, conferences, or social functions to aid on matter of protocol, including 
introductions or interpreting.          
 
Is responsible for handling logistics for events involving officers and drivers, as well as making hotel     
reservations for visitors. Serves as the contact person for FCS Brazil for all HQ requests, including 
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests and taskers from HQ. Is responsible for coordinating 
responses from all five posts and compiling a single reply to Washington when needed. Serves as the 
FCS São Paulo coordinator for incoming cables and handles official mail to HQ (incoming and outgoing).  
Issues and approves country clearance cables and SAFE Net clearance for official visitors.         
 

Personnel Management                                                                                       % of Time: 20% 
   

1) Serves as the timekeeper for all CS São Paulo LE staff and maintains appropriate files. Uses the 
State Department computer software for T&A every two weeks. Responsible for reconciling annual 
leave and sick leave balances for all LE staff. Serves as backup timekeeper for officers as well. 
 

2) Supervises the two FCS drivers.           
 

 
 
Note: “This position description in no way states or implies that these are the only duties to be performed by incumbent. 

Incumbent will be required to perform other duties as assigned by the agency.” 


